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This short publication is designed to support
boards/leaders in their quest for greater
inclusivity. The field of board operation is
complex – but this complexity is rarely analysed
in relation to how boards can be more inclusive
in their own right. Often boards seek to recruit
individuals who by their very presence will seem
to make it more diverse and more inclusive.
However, boards are not always positively
affected by these individuals, because they are
made to “fit into” the existing board behaviour.
In other words boards may be keen to recruit
their ‘square peg’, but they still want them to fit
neatly into the ‘round hole’.
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The intercultural board model comprises four areas of reflection and activity.

1. Individual awareness: This is about individual bias
awareness and control. We will each have values
and cultures of our own. We often ‘see’ and, more
importantly, ‘judge’ others based on these.

INTERCULTURAL BOARD MODEL

An intercultural board develops individual’s
awareness and understanding of their own
biases. It also assists board members in
developing the skills to understand and
moderate their behaviour.

2. Board values and behaviours: Board values and
behaviours can have a powerful impact on others
who join the board but are not part of these
‘norms’ or do not fully understand the ‘rules’.
Often boards do not appreciate the impact their
‘unspoken’ behaviour can have on those around
them. They set the tone: others conform to it.
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An intercultural board is conscious of its collective behaviour. It challenges itself to see its functions
from the perspectives of others – and recognises its role as leaders of culture – setting the values and
behaviours that it wants others to acquire.

3. Decision making: The ability to effectively use the talents and knowledge of all board members to make great
decisions is the characteristic of a high performing board. In dysfunctional boards power lies with the few.

An intercultural board recognises that boards will be complicated by power and privilege and better
decisions may arrive through healthy debate and challenge. It also knows that a ‘good’ board is not
always one where everyone agrees with one another and where decisions are easily made.

4. Ability to realise the benefits of ‘diversity’: Boards need to take time to listen and learn from one another.
They need time to mature and to improve their performance.

An intercultural board will grow to appreciate the merits of all its membership and will deploy their
skills to best effect.
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If the recession of 2008 has taught us one lesson it is that there are dangers in
following a single belief system. It is acknowledged that the cultural habits of a
few in power shut down differing perspectives and decision making, which
ultimately reduced organisational effectiveness. Since this recession began, many
boards have been trying to regain their reputation and to put in place ‘checks’
and ‘balances’ that offer greater assurance of transparency and “openness”.
Diversifying boards, then, isn’t just about increasing gender diversity or ethnic
diversity or any other type of diversity. It’s about how we can ensure that boards
capture and use the most talented individuals. How, in diversifying boards, we
can maximise their ability to think differently, to question powerfully, and to
challenge effectively. In short, how to be a high-performing, ethical board.
Who is on a board – how it looks – can be equally as important as how it
behaves. Boards often try to enhance representation without doing anything to
ensure that all board members can participate equally and understand what’s
involved in making good decisions. If this sounds a bit basic, it’s partly because it
isn’t. The complexity of board functions often means that the questionable
behaviour of its members is rarely addressed and this can lead to dysfunctional
boards and ultimately dysfunctional organisations.
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In our work on equality, diversity and inclusivity, we have evaluated many
approaches used by organisations to shape the way that individuals
respond to the challenge of fairness – from managing the needs of an
increasingly diverse population to addressing issues of inequality – which
often mean that particular groups and communities are unable to benefit
equally from the society in which they live.
Definitions are important. They can help us to understand what we are
aiming for and in this regard we would like to offer boards an intercultural
definition – an ambition that raises the bar beyond representation, towards
ways of behaving and working with each other that maximises the potential
of all.

“Intercultural boards recognise that human beings are multidimensional, and come with different talents and skills. The
intercultural board challenges its membership to move beyond their
traditional value sets in order to be responsive to the dynamic societies
in which boards operate. It holds all responsible for upholding the
principles of human rights and for ensuring that these are used to
shape decisions and entitlements” (brap, 2012)
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Building on this definition, here are some of the key features of an intercultural board, compared with traditional
ones:

TRADITIONAL BOARDS
believe that culture can be ‘represented’
by individuals
can be ‘fixed’ in their views about how
boards operate and make decisions
tend to recruit in their own ‘image’
internally focused – mainly concerned
with the acumen of its membership

INTERCULTURAL BOARDS
recognise the dynamics of culture
are more fluid about the role of boards
and how they maintain their effectiveness
recruit ‘out of the box’
externally focused – concerned with
the outcomes they produce
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Many boards are trying to diversify their
representation. We wouldn’t want to argue that
this is not an important ambition.
Representation can be important: but boards
do not have to be representative in order to
perform well. Evidence would inform us that
many boards manage to make decisions, run
companies and make profit without having a
single woman or person from a minority ethnic
background sitting at the table. Similarly, many
diverse boards underperform.
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What’s the point of representation and what does good representation look like?
Let’s take the second point first. As soon as we ask about what is good representation, we become unstuck.
Good representation is often articulated as a percentage increase – increasing the numbers of those who are
under-represented. So let’s take an example:

Women, as we know, make up just over half of the world’s population.
Globally, 60.2% of companies have at least one female director; 9.8%
have three or more women on boards1.
Cultural differences appear to have an effect: in Japanese companies
only 1.1 % of directors are female; South Africa is more diverse, with
17% of its directors being female. European countries vary. Norway’s
boards are 36.3% female, while Germany’s comprise just 12.9%. China is
top of the leader board of countries with women at the helm – 3.7% of
all company chair positions are occupied by a woman.
Now, are any of these statistics satisfactory? What would satisfy you that representation had been achieved?

1

GMI Ratings 2012 women on boards survey of 4, 300 companies in 45 countries
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Organisations rarely define their ambitions in relation to representation – it becomes a ‘target’ that they aspire
to, without being able to articulate when it is reached. It is often easy to disrupt this target when a few key
people leave.
To further complicate matters, diversity comes in many different packages. The number of women around the
board table may be one measure that you may use to judge diversity, but what about people of different ages,
cultures or ethnicities, or even social class?
So much for what representation ‘looks like’.

What about the first question: what is the point of representation?
There are many arguments. There’s the moral case, the idea that boards should reflect key stakeholders and local
demographics, and the business case for using the best and most talented. Boards which are not diverse could
serve as an indicator of existing levels of discrimination. There’s also the argument that greater board diversity is
an excellent advertisement – that from an external perspective it shows others that this is a place where ‘anyone’
can be successful and have their achievements rewarded.
All of these arguments for change make sense. Very few would argue with them. So why are they so challenging
to achieve?
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Achieving diversity
There are a number of views on this too. One is that there needs to be better communication of opportunities,
another is that there just isn’t the talent out there, or that it needs to be grown or developed – or that individuals
from more diverse backgrounds may need some support to direct their existing talents so that they can gain
access to, and participate effectively on boards. Again, all these explanations may have a grain of truth.
However, change of any type begins with individuals.
Existing board members must do more than sit around the table wishing they could recruit someone who is
more diverse. The board in its own right must live and breathe the values that it wants to adopt. They must
make the ‘diversity difference’ in their own right. Any strategy to recruit or enhance the diversity of board
membership, is only as productive as the ‘action’ that boards take to realise these ambitions. If boards continue
to do what they have always done, there is very little chance that they will be able to take advantage of
diversity.
This publication concerns itself with how boards make this diversity difference and how it readies itself to both
recognise and use existing talents and the talents of new people it might wish to attract.
Ultimately it’s about how boards develop their intercultural competence. Without this, their only success may be
to recruit mirror images of themselves, people who may reflect ‘difference’ but are in fact by their thinking,
behaviour and action very much the same as the established membership.
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We have already described the intercultural board
model on pages 6 and 7. To help us to understand
what this means in practice, the table below
describes how boards use and benefit from the
diversity of its membership.
As you read through this board classification, ask
yourself: Where would I position my board on this
model?
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ASSIMILATION
DEFINITION

INDIVIDUAL
ATTRIBUTES

THE BOARD
VALUES

INTERCULTURAL

Board replaces and replenishes its
membership with individuals who
have the skills and experiences it
requires

Board recognises that it needs to
diversify its membership in order to
better represent its community and
widen its talent pool

Board members have individual
responsibility to develop
intercultural competence to
continually enhance its
effectiveness and leadership

Board seeks individuals that have
the same skills and experiences
that it currently values

Board seeks individuals that have
the skills and experiences it
requires, but seeks to change the
appearance of the board by
attracting members from ‘diverse’
groups, e.g. women, ethnic
minorities

Board seeks individuals who have
attitudes of openness, relationship
management, and knowledge of
different environments and
cultures

Sameness (education and
experience) which is similar to that
of existing members.

Sameness (experiences that it can
measure against its own value
system)

Ability and talent (that the board
can use to enhance its
effectiveness)



THE BOARD
BEHAVIOUR

DIVERSITY





conformity with existing board
functions
“like” thinking
low acceptance of challenge
cohesive





fewer avenues for contribution
by more ‘diverse members’
low acceptance of challenge
perception that ‘difference’ is
now represented







more open
likely to be more flexible
open to learning
operates better in ambiguity
welcomes challenge
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The challenge of board diversity doesn’t begin when
you attract your first woman onto the board – or when
you recruit someone from an ethnic minority group –
it starts way before this. It begins by the existing board
getting ready for the diversity challenge
On pages 6 and 7 we outlined four areas that boards
can review to improve their intercultural competence.
They were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

individual awareness
board values and behaviour
decision making
ability to realise the benefits of diversity

In the next part of this publication, we have suggested
a few tools that boards can use to assess and improve
upon their intercultural behaviour.
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To create a more diverse and inclusive board, each
member of the board needs to begin by looking at their
conscious and unconscious biases and how these can
interfere with the way that we see others, the value we
place on their contributions, and ultimately whether we
can make decisions based on fairness.
The good news is that we all have biases. It’s a part of how
we understand and interpret our world. The bad news is
that dominant groups are very unaware of their own
dominance and their own biases. They can feel uneasy
when they are presented with people who they perceive as
being ‘different’ from them. They sometimes try to exclude
difference, by reinforcing the existing cultural norms. As a
result of this type of behaviour people who are included as
part of the board make-up often have to suppress any
difference. They have to behave very much like the
dominant group in order to ‘belong’.
19

Factors that impact on our view of the world
Part A

FACTOR

PART OF THE ‘IN-GROUP’

PART OF THE ‘OUT GROUP’

GENDER
DISABILITY
ETHNICITY/NATIONALITY
CULTURE
SKIN COLOUR
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
ACCENT
SOCIAL CLASS
AGE
SEXUAL ORIENTATION
WHERE YOU LIVE
EXPERIENCE
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Part B
When you are part of the ‘in group’







You believe that things are obvious and that everyone understands what’s going on
From your perspective, things often are fair and just
You see yourself and others like you as ‘normal’
You believe that the status quo works and works well for everyone
You often don’t understand why anyone would want change
You believe what is here is worth preserving

When you are part of the ‘out-group’





You see what is happening in the ‘in –group’ as exclusive - its members only
The ‘’in-group’ doesn’t include you and others like you – despite what they might say
The ‘in-group’ often do not work in your interest
You can’t be part of the ‘in-group’ unless you become like the in-group
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Board values and behaviours are often so ingrained, they
can be difficult to articulate. Boards often do not recognise
the relationship between their overt behaviour – what we
see on the outside and the relationship this has to their
covert behaviour – what’s happening underneath.
All cultures, whether their societal or organisational have
their rules. We learn these rules almost by osmosis. We
understand what’s appropriate in relation to dress, ways of
interacting, beliefs, values, humour etc. and we learn these
rules so well that we stop seeing them as rules. They
become part of who we are.
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 Boards often have a formal assessment on an annual basis. They are sometimes scrutinised by audit
processes, who assess the reporting lines (committees) and the effectiveness of decision making. There are
many tools and processes which exist to support board practice in this area. Few address board culture and
bias and behaviour in any detail.
 Assessing board values and culture can be far more challenging – bias can govern the behaviour of boards
and they often find it difficult to see how they maintain the status quo even when they seem actively
interested in change. Boards often play ‘lip service’ to diversity. They say one thing – and do another – and
justify the decisions that they make.
 After rugby matches the “All Blacks “senior players stay behind to clean up the changing rooms –
reminding them that even though they are
Cultural Iceberg
the world’s best rugby team, you should
never get too big for your boots.
Goals
Formal
 Boards often look for greatness from the
The way we say we
Technology
(overt)
get things done
‘top down’ not the bottom up – they often
aspects
Structure
Policies and procedures
set the bar based on what they know of
Services/products
greatness – and find it hard to recognise
Financial resources
greatness if it doesn’t come in the ‘right’
Values
package.
Informal
interactions
Informal
The way we really
 Difference is often perceived as meaning
Group
norms
get things done
(covert)
Beliefs,
assumptions,
perceptions,
aspects
‘less good’ – therefore recruiting for it can
attitudes, feelings (anger, fear,
ultimately place any individual who takes
dislike, despair, etc.) about the
formal and informal systems
this role in a ‘lesser position’.
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So what does all this mean?
The kind of leadership traits that a board values is very much demonstrated by the behaviour of its board. Is the
board democratic? Does it place a value on integrity? Does it value position or power, over competence? Does it
acknowledge and reward talent and expertise, no matter where it comes from? How does it conduct its board
meetings? Does it give creativity and diversity a chance to be heard and to flourish?

Board values and behaviours
Reinforcing ‘normal’ behaviour

Stepping outside the box

Decisions are made democratically
Contributions are respected
Roles and responsibilities are
awarded on the basis of
skills/knowledge
Board members demonstrate
respect for one another
Board members have equal status
and respect for one another
The board assess its communication
and behavioural competence

BOARD BEHAVIOUR

Boards operate ‘equality of turn’

Long serving members get
more ‘air time’
Decisions are made before
people get in the board room
Contributions are diminished
There is a lack of information
transparency
The same people are chosen
for important tasks
The board has a hierarchy
The board assesses its external
functional competence
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Board observation tool
Instructions: The board choses an observer. The observer draws circles on the paper which corresponds to each
member of the group, around the circumference of a large circle. A blank circle is put in the centre. Every
significant remark made in the group, is represented by a line with an arrowhead on it from the person who said
it to the person to whom it was addressed. Remarks made to the group in general are represented by the lines
from the speaker to the centre of the circle (there lines do not need arrow heads)
The interactive chart is built up from the verbal
communication. You should be able to note – the
degree to which remarks are addressed to
individuals, or to the group as a whole. The numbers
of direct interactions can tell you a lot about
individual behaviour. If discussion is fast, or very
long, you can record interactions over a period of
intervals i.e. five minute intervals. You can also
record decisions, by marking large ‘X’ where a
decision is made. You will need to ensure that you
have a large piece of paper – so that the lines don’t
get too crowded and if you are interested in how
decisions are made, you may need several sheets of
paper with the group layout, so that you can use a
new sheet once a decision has been made.

Person 1

X

Person 2

Person 6
GROUP
Person 3

Person 5
Person 4
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Analysing team communications
There are several methods that you can use to analyse team communication. We have suggested a format below
for you to use.
BEHAVIOUR
Giving information

Seeking information

Testing understanding and summarising

RATIO
40-60%

10% - normal
15-20% – skilled
and negotiators
10% across both

Structuring

No score

Proposing

10%

Building
Supporting, disagreeing, defence,
attack, blocking, open

5%
10-20%

COMMENT
The more time individuals spend in this
behaviour mode, the less effective other
behaviours will be
Knowledge is power

Shows you value your colleagues and can build
on what they have said. Shows you are
listening, that you care and are committed to
team working
Helps to keep meeting on track, enables
effective contribution
If higher, others may get frustrated with you
Too high – too competitive, no one listens
Too low – too compliant
Demonstrates commitment to outcome
Can vary depending on individual emotional
intelligence
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Boards are ultimately judged by the decisions they make. Making a
good decision is not always clear cut, as boards often have to
weigh up and balance many factors in order to make a decision.
There are different types of decision making processes. Ethical
decision making, utilitarianism decision making, making decisions
based on rights, on the basis of justice or fairness, or even based
on the common good. All types of decisions have their purpose –
and all have consequences. Boards can test out the decisions they
make through thier diversity. Different types of people will have a
multiplicity of views on the merits of decisions, who it affects,
whether it is just or fair, whether it will do the least harm or have
the greatest benefit. You can use a variety of exercises to examine
your decision making processes. You can also review the quality of
decision making – based not only on the outcome, but on the
quality of the input.
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Flood Exercise
Part A

Instructions: People will have to make a very serious decision about what is important to them in a crisis
situation. You will need to distribute the sheets, and allow people to read them – and give them 5 minutes to
choose their four most important items.
After everyone has chosen their four, divide the larger group into smaller groups (5-6 people) and give them 15
minutes to decide upon the four items that they would collectively save.
After 15 minutes, each group choses a spokesperson, who stand with other spokespeople in the middle of the
room and try to reach a consensus on behalf of the whole room.
Each spokesperson can communicate with their ‘team’ through written notes, in order to try to agree which items
will be relinquished in order to create a whole group consensus.
After 20 minutes of discussion, the participants evaluate the exercise.
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Part B
You arrive home from a holiday and discover that it’s been raining for 3 days and that there is imminent danger
of a river flooding its bank. The police are going down the road telling everyone to evacuate. You plead with the
policewoman to let you go into your house and remove a few precious things. She finally agrees, but gives you
only 5 minutes to grab anything that you value. Anything you don’t take will be destroyed. You can only take 4
or 5 things before having to leave. If you have time number these in order of priority.
ITEM
A long article that you have been working on for several months, which is nearly ready to submit
Old family pictures
A really expensive camera
Your diary that you’ve been keeping for the last year
A valuable book, that you borrowed from a friend
Your passport
Your mobile phone
Your grandmothers ring
Your old school reports and exam certificates
Your first painting or sculpture
Your father’s record collection
Love letters from your partner
A bottle of Krug Brut vintage champagne that you were saving for your special birthday

PRIORITY
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This is the final dimension in this toolkit. To realise
the benefits of diversity and increase intercultural
competent involves not only exploring individual
awareness, board values and behaviours and
decision making, but also being very deliberate
about the following areas…
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Challenging discrimination - Diversity cannot survive or thrive if prejudice goes unchallenged. All members of
the organisation should understand that they have been a part of norms and values which have privileged
certain groups over others. Relevant training and support for staff can help them to understand how to adjust
their thinking and behaviour and how to work with diversity at all levels of an organisation. This type of training
and support should leave people understanding the difference between tokenism and really valuing difference.
Whose job is it to challenge and change? - Boards often appoint for diversity, with the expectation that one or
two individuals will champion the cause of others like them. This is not valuing diversity. This behaviour is
tokenistic and lets other members of the board ‘off the hook’. The whole board has responsibility for fairness and
equity.
Behavioural diversity is also important to an organisations’ survival - Can individuals discover new ways of
doing things in your organisation? Is your culture open, accessible? Are people allowed to work differently if it
means that the quality of the output is not compromised? Can your organisation listen and respond to the ‘best
‘ideas – wherever they originate from? Boards need to adapt to new conditions, and can only do this if they learn
and foster creativity.
Quality of conversations - The quality of conversations has to change at board level. You must be clear about
your achievements in relation to increasing equality, diversity and inclusion. You must also have a ‘vision’ in mind
about what the benefits of diversity will reap for the organisation – and we would suggest that this should be
more than just increasing the representation of the board. Like any vision, you should have a strategy for
achieving this goal and be relentless in its pursuit.
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…

Diversifying board representation is not the end of a
board’s journey – it is the beginning. Diversity is only
effective, if boards do not value ‘sameness’. Boards
must develop their intercultural competence in order to
realise the benefits of diversity – and they can do this
now. In the complexity of the modern world, diversity
of contemplation and decision making, diversity of
practice and diversity of membership is a good thing.
However, no matter how hard boards appear to seek
diversity, they will never find it until they are truly ready
to appreciate its benefits.
For more information and support go to
www.brap.org.uk or follow us on Twitter
(@braphumanrights) and add us on Facebook
(brap.birmingham.
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